
FAQ SPACES + PRICING
BOOTH RESERVATION 
(10) - (20) SEATED
Semi-private area for smaller groups looking
for a cozy experience.
Book one booth for up to (10) or both booths
for groups of (20) 

$ No Fee | Credit Card Kept On File 

Semi- private space for larger groups looking
for a flexible space that allows for seated
and standing room to mingle.

$ No Fee | Wednesday - Thursday
$ 200 Fee | Friday/Saturday Reservation
Credit Card Kept On File

YELLOW LOUNGE 
(20) SEATED (40) RECEPTION

FULL BUY OUT 

Yes! Your group can pay their own checks. You will be
responsible for the space fee upon booking to secure the

date and space. 

CAN MY GROUP PAY WITH SEPARATE CHECKS?

Yes! You can let us know a set amount you'd like to pay for or
pay for drink tickets for the group and they can open their

own separate checks after. If you opt for drink tickets you will
only be charged based on consumption. 

CAN I PAY FOR THE FIRST ROUND OF DRINKS AND
MY GUESTS PAY THE REST?

Sorry! We do not allow for any outside music or A/V unless it is
a full buy-out (dependent on the event). 

CAN I BRING IN MY OWN MUSIC OR A/V FOR A
SLIDESHOW?

Yes!  You are welcome to bring in your own food. Itani Ramen
and Xolo Taqueria are our favorite. You can set-up a catering
directly with them or order Itani Ramen bento boxes via QR

code menus from us in the bar. 

CAN I BRING IN MY OWN FOOD?

Book the whole bar for a private one of a kind
experience! We offer 4hr or full night bookings.

Beverage Minimums:
5PM - 9PM $1,500 - $3,500 
9PM - 1AM $3000 - $6000
FULL NIGHT: Please contact us with details.

(125) RECEPTION

Flexible private space for larger groups looking for
an intimate space away from the crowd but close to
the main bar with an optional private bar
experience.

$ No Fee | Wednesday - Thursday
$ 150 Space Rental | Friday/Saturday 
*Bartender Fees dependent on event
Credit Card Kept On File 

BLUE ROOM
(25) SEATED (40) RECEPTION

BOOK ON OUR WEBSITE

WWW.NIGHTHERONOAKLAND.COM

Yes!  You are welcome to bring in any free standing or table
top decorations. We don't allow confetti, feathers, glitter or

items that need to be attached to the walls.

CAN I BRING IN DECORATIONS

We allow a 30 minute grace period for all late reservations.
After the grace period your reservation cancelled and the

space is opened up to the public.

I'M LATE FOR MY RESERVATION, IS THAT OK?


